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For most students
summer is more than

just a break. It is part

of

their education,

often leading them to
increased awareness of
people, issues, concerns,

and personal goals.
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the end of February when
semester break. is long past, winter
seems fmnly entrenched, and studies
~
begin piling up, students start thinking-c-or
maybe dreaming-about
summer. Sununer
means a break from the fast-paced intensity
of a college semester.
Some dream of exciting places to go, some
want to broaden their education, some want to
test a career goal, some just want a change of
pace.

This summer, like every other, Dordt students came back refreshed, inspired, and
energized by the variety of experiences they
had. Those experiences ranged from mission
and service projects, to study or work abroad,
to summer-long internships in a career area,
to working any job they could find that would
pay for this fall's tuition.
Without even looking hard it's easy to find
a wide range of experiences: several Dordt
students spent part of their summer in mission
settings in places such as India, the
Philippines, Mali, Hungary. Three students
went to Ukraine with three Dordt faculty
members to teach English to teachers.

Another group of students served as business
interns in banks, hospitals, law and accounting firms across the continent. Some worked
for the National Parks Department or youth
camps. Some studied at places such as
Oxford, Notre Dame, AuSable Institute for
Environmental Studies, the National
Shakespeare Conservatory. Others were hired
as summer research assistants. Some worked
in construction, others served as nannies.
For most students summer is more than just
a break, however. It is part of their education,
often leading them to increased awareness of
people, issues, concerns, and personal goals.
Having grown up in Sioux Center, senior
music major Faith Rylaarsdam says she
decided to spend eight weeks in Hungary on a
project with Christian Reformed World
Missions partly because she wanted to go
somewhere else for the summer. The opportunity to join a music team going to Hungary
seemed exciting and worthwhile. She and
sophomore Erin Attema were two members of
the team of eleven that traveled through
Hungary, working with youth camps an<Y
groups.
Senior philosophy major Jonathan Kobes
applied somewhat offhandedly to the PEW

Young Scholars Program held at Notre Dame.
It seemed like an interesting opportunity, and
he was grateful to be able to study philosophy
under Dr. Alvin Plantinga with a select group
of Christian students.
Senior theatre arts major Sara Modderman
auditioned for a summer stock position last
spring and was called back by the National
Shakespeare Conservatory, inviting her to
apply for their professional summer training
program in the Catskills. She spent ten weeks
in intensive actor training.
Jamey Clapp and Brad Altena attended a
summer session to train college students
interested in broadcasting at the Atlanta
Olympics. They applied and were accepted
into a program at Asbury College and hope to
be hired as broadcast assistants at the games
next July.
The list goes on. Junior social work major
Sarah Bouma landed a unique opportunity to
work with the Children's Aid Society in
Woodstock, Ontario, through a grant from the
Canadian government. Senior business major
George Denisenko was hired as one of a
handful of interns at Citibank's corporate
offices. Junior engineering major Paul
continued on page 3
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Zylstra is named new president
D

ordt College was

founded to equip its
students and provide its
constituency

with the

means to reform and
restore the world we live
in. In the process of
searching for a new
president, the board was
seeking a person who had
the ability to articulate
that vision.

"

Or. Carl E. Zylstra of Orange City, Iowa, has
been selected to be the third president of Dordt
College. Zylstra will take office in the summer
of 1996, following the retirement of current
president, Or. John B. Hulst.
In a public ceremony on campus on the
Friday afternoon of Parents' Weekend, board
president Mark Sybesma noted that the
announcement coincides with the college's
week-long celebration of its 40th anniversary.
Pointing out the many changes that have
occurred over forty years, Sybesma said, "One
thing hasn't changed, however. Dordt College
was founded to equip its students and provide
its constituency with the means to reform and
restore the world we live in. In the process of
searching for a new president, the board was
seeking a person who had the ability to articulate that vision."
Both Sybesma and Zylstra praised the other
finalist for the position, Or. J. Harry Femhout
of Toronto, Canada. "The board was given two
excellent men to choose from," said Sybesma.
"We trust God that the difficult decision we
made is a wise and good decision."
In his acceptance remarks, Zylstra commented on his growing knowledge of Dordt
College over the years since he came to

Northwest Iowa. "As I've looked [at Dordt]
from the outside, there was nothing that
impressed me more than the spirit of excitement, enthusiasm, and convicted diligence that
what we're doing here we're doing in the name

of God, and that makes every ounce of effort
we put into it worthwhile,"he said.
Looking ahead, he promises that Dordt will
continue to commit itself to its founding principles, to gathering a supportive constituency, to
maintaining a vital faculty and staff, and to
planning for growing numbers of students who
are eager to understandthemselves, God's
world, and their place of service in the light of
God's Word.
Zylstra received his doctoral degree in practical theology from Princeton Theological
Sentinary in 1983. Since then, he has served as
pastor of Immanuel Christian Reformed Church
(CRC) in Orange City, Iowa. He is a 1970
graduate of Calvin College and eamed his master of divinity degree from Calvin Theological
Senti nary, both in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Zylstra came to Orange City from Calvin
Theological Sentinary where he served for a
year as lecturer in practical theology. Prior to
entering a doctoral program, he had pastored
Hammond Christian Reformed Church,
Hammond, Indiana, from 1973-1979.
Zylstra's background includes leadership
roles on the boards of several educational institutions and church agencies. He is a current
member of the board of trustees of Calvin
Seminary and past president of the board of
Christian Reformed World Missions. As an
officer of the latter board, he was instrumental
in a major reorganizationeffort, appointing a
new executive director, revamping the manage-

From the President
arly this summer my wife and I traveled in Ukraine, Russia, and
Hungary. Much of our trip was spent
meeting with representatives of colleges,
universities, and seminaries. In Kharkov,
Ukraine. for example, we met with the
administration of a pedagogical institute,
where a number-of Dordt-faculty and-students were on summer assignment, to discuss the possibility of establishing an official relationship.
It was in Hungary, however, that we
experienced a common historical commitment to Christian education. Our meetings
there highlighted important matters in
Christian education in general and
Christian higher education at Dordt College
in particular.
Following World War II, Hungary, along
with many other Eastern European countries, was placed under the control of the
Soviet Union and the Communist Party. In a
booklet, titled "Kollegium: the Story of
Sarospatak," M. Eugene Osterhaven writes:
One of the many social changes in
Hungary-when
the country had been
completely taken over by Communismwas in the educational system. Most
schools in the country had been church
related. On October 7, 1948, the
Reformed Church, which claimed approximately twenty percent of the population,
lost over thirteen hundred elementary
schools, over twenty high schools, and
several other colleges of higher education.
Four years later it lost its teachers' colleges, three of its high schools, and two of
its seminaries. Thus the pride of the
Magyar Reformed church, its school system built up over the centuries, was swept
away and in its place an educational system based on Marxist principles was
imposed on the people.
Knowing a bit of this history, we wanted
to learn about the impact on Hungary of the
take-over of its Christian schools. Our first
stop was in the city of Debrecen.
The Reformed University in Debrecen
was establisbed in the 16th Century, shortly
after the beginning of the Reformation in
Hungary. When we asked what the communists did to take control of the university in
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Churches

realize that,

if they are to have any
hope for the future, they
must reclaim the schools
so that the youth can

receive biblical training
for Christian service,
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ment structure,interviewing all new seniorlevel personnel, and beginning the implementation of a strategic plan.
He has also served as vice president of the
Board of World Ministries of the Christian
Reformed Chnrch, on the board of trustees of
Calvin College and Seminary, and as secretary
of the board of Dordt College. He has served as
chair or reporteron a number of committees
appointed to study and report to the Synod of
the Christian Reformed Church, and in 1994
was elected first clerk of that body.
His local involvements have included leadership roles on boards or committees of Orange
City Day Care Center, Classis of the Heartland
of the CRC, Unity Christian High School, and
the Orange City Chamber of Commerce.
Zylstra is forty-seven years old. He and his
wife, Gloria, have three children, one in high
school and two attending Dordt College.

_
Debrecen, the immediate response was that
they isolated the various academic departments from one another.
The communists distributed the university
departments to different buildings throughout the city of Debrecen, refusing to allow
their members to engage in communal acade~acli¥,il)(....8y
thiS;.IUeaJJ'l.the wore
able to gain control of the university.
Hearing this we were reminded of efforts
to promote communal scholarship at Dordt
College. We believe that it is our task and
calling to examine God's creation in order
to obtain an understanding of its coherence,
its underlying unity in diversity. Such
understanding obviously requires united,
communal, interdisciplinary academic activity. Without such united effort Dordt would
be greatly weakened and exposed both to
individualism and secularism.
We drove next to Sarospatak.
In Sarospatak we were told that the communists focused on gaining control of the
teachers' college and its program of teacher
education. Evidently they felt that one of the
quickest ways to make an impact on the
schools would be to control the program in
which teachers were being trained. They
were correct, of course.
It was a similar awareness that moved the
founders of Dordt College in 1955. The
Christian schools in the Midwest were suffering from a shortage of trained teachers. If
the schools were to continue as Christian
schools, teachers had to be trained-trained
not only to teach, but to teach from a biblical, Christian perspective.
Dordt College was established for that
reason. And since its beginning, one of the
largest programs has been that of teacher
education. More recently a masters program
in elementary education has been added.
Both undergraduate and graduate programs
are based upon and reflect a reformational
world-view. Why? Because our Christian
schools will not continue to be truly
Christian without teachers educated according to Reformed, Christian principles.
The Hungarian portion of our trip jIlded
in Budapest.
It was from contacts in Budapest that we
learned that the primary objective of the

communists was to gain control over the
churches. However, they recognized that, in
order to do so, they had to take hold of and
nationalize the church-related Christian
schools. Now that the communist hold on
Hungary has been broken, the churches realize that, if they are to have any hope for the
rare-they-must reclaim the schools so thatthe youth can receive biblical training for
Christian service.
There is ongoing discussion among us
today about the relationship between the
churches and the Christian schools. We
emphasize, of course, that Christian schools
are not church schools, but schools supported and controlled by societies or associations. Still there is and must continue to be
a close, supportive relationship between the
churches and the Christian schools.
Christian schools are dependent upon the
churches for moral, financial, and prayer
support. Churches, on the other hand, need
Christian schools to train youth according to
principles proclaimed from church pulpits
and for Christian service, not only in the
churches but also in society at large.
The same is true of Dordt College. From
the beginning of its forty year history Dordt
College has been very much dependent
upon the churches for prayers, gifts, and
students. And, I am sure, the college will
continue to be dependent upon the churches
in the future. However, Dordt has also performed a necessary service for the church.
Every Sunday our pulpits call upon the
membership of the church to serve our
sovereign Lord in all of life. But what does
that mean? What does such service require?
Obviously the churches need institutions
such as Dordt College to train especially the
young people in what it means to answer
the call to serve our sovereign Lord in all
areas of life. The churches must remember
that, and so must Dordt College. We need
each other.
It was a good trip. It was an educational
trip. And we returned to Sioux Center and
Dordt College reminded, among other
things, of the importance of communal
scholarship, reformational training for
teachers, and a close working relationship
between churches and Christian schools.
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Internships, study, service become an
important element in college education
continued from page 1
Verhoef spent eight weeks in Mali on a
mission project with Christian Reformed
World Missions. Junior English major Sonya
Jongsma spent six weeks studying at Oxford
University through a program co-sponsored
by the Coalition of Christian Colleges and
Universities.
The effects of these summer positions were
varied and personal and yet they had something in common: they made students think
more broadly about the world and their place
in it.
"I learned a bit about what it is to be a missionary," says Rylaarsdam. And even though
she does not see the mission field as her
career, it has affected the way she looks at her
life. "I keep thinking about how much we
have compared to many others. When I first
returned.it was almost sickening to walk
through a shopping center. People have much
less there, but are more satisfied." She adds,
"The people there were touched by our presence, and all of us. the team and those we
ministered to, had a new sense of the worldwide community of believers."
Kobes was confronted with a different
approach to philosophy than he has experienced here at Dordt. "It exposed me to many
contemporary analytic debates in the world of
philosophy in the United States today," Kobes
says. It challenged him to ask questions and
made him more sensitive to other Christians'
views and to philosophy as a professional
activity. "But it also made me more convinced of the reformational perspective I have
learned here."
Jongsma, who studied at Oxford in The
Centre for Renaissance and Reformation
Studies, says her experience gave her a new
excitement for learning. Listening to a variety
of dons and professors lecture in an integrative seminar was inspiring and challenging.
Fellow students challenged her both intellectually and spiritually.
"I learned a lot about English culture and
other American university students," Jongsma
says, "but I also learned how unique a
Reformed perspective is compared to that of
the non-Christian or even the Christian students I met. Christianity has everything to do
with how I study and live."
Verhoef says the somewhat relaxed pace of
his life in Mali made him realize that every
minute of his time here is important. "I didn't
come back with a list of things f accomplished and so that makes it hard to talk to
people, especially those who supported me,
about what I did." But Verhoef did begin to
understand and respect what it means to bnng
the gospel to people of other cultures and tra-
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ditions without imposing our western backgrounds and traditions on them. Such a realization could have important implications for
an engineer. And although Verhoef is uncertain at this point what he will do with his
engineering degree, the time spent with villagers over tea, singing with children with his
guitar. and working with the missionaries
were something of a "kick in the pants," he
says. He got to know himself, not in a cliche
sense, but in the sense of knowing what is
important in his life as a Christian person.
Although Verhoef's time in Mali did not
bring him to any clarity about what he plans
to do with his engineering degree after he
graduates, others' experiences did.
Modderman's experience confirmed that
she wants to act, but also made her realize
that such a career choice will be even harder
than she thought. "I thought the hardest part
about getting into theatre would be finding a
job," she says. She now knows that lack of
community, individual competitiveness, and
outright rejection of her faith will be even
more difficult to deal with.
"My Dordt education has made me more
aware of my faith. It has made me see life
beyond theatre," she says. "It's like a family
here, faith and caring. bind us and strengthen
us in our work." That is a luxury she knows
she will not have in professional theatre.
At the same time Sara is grateful for such
an intensely challenging opportuuity to study
acting. Working one on one with professionals who were exacting in their expectations
pushed her to a new level in her skills and
makes her look forward expectantly to what
lies ahead.
Denisenko wanted some experience in a
global business setting, something that might
be helpful for him when he returns to
Moscow. He says he learned how a corporate
environment works during his time at
Citibank. And although his goal is to work in
investments rather than credit, he says the
knowledge he gained is easily transferred to
another area of business.
"Dordt taught me well how to learn, how to
organize, draw conclusions, and find practical
solutions to problems." He was given a project to work on for the summer and ended up
completing two different projects. He is confident that the problem solving ability he
learned at Dordt and in his internship will
serve him well in any of a number of areas.
Sometimes intensive learning situations
make it difficult for students to come back
into the regular classroom setting. The
increased knowledge and personal change
that results can make students feel that they
don't quite fit in like they did when they left.

The training A Ilena and Clapp received in
broadcasting put them considerably ahead of
their classmates in their technical skills. Yet
even though they are fired up to go out and do
broadcasting they realize that a broad liberal
arts foundation will be important for their
future. The experience has given them the
tools and the confidence to take on projects
using Dordt's equipment that will benefit both
them and the college program.
Bouma says that although she has compiled
social histories all summer as part of her
internship while others are still learning how
to do them, the experience has refocused her
and helped her understand how important
each aspect of her studies is for what she will
be doing as a social worker. And it helped her
to see some of the differences between the
Canadian and American systems.
Most of the long-term effects of these
summer experiences won't be evident for
sometime, but some are already obvious.
Rylaarsdam says she is less worried about
finding a job than she was. She has learned
to trust God in a new way. It will likely
affect her teaching as well, she says.
Although she promotes and enjoys contemporary songs, she has also learned the
importance of history by watching music
transcend language and cultural barriers
between the team and the Hungarian people.
Even though they used different words,
singing familiar songs together was a highlight of the tour.
Kobes, though grateful for the experience
also became convinced he did not want to go
to graduate school in philosophy, and plans to
enter law school next year.
Jongsma returned less sure about a career
in journalism, but eager to take more foundational courses in history and philosophy.
Living and talking with non-Christian as well
as Baptist, Episcopalian, and admittedly nominal Roman Catholic students challenged her
to think about, articulate, and live out what
she believed and why.
Verhoef says his time in Mali didn't affect
his engineering studies as much as it did other
areas of his life, including his commitment to
reflection and a strong devotional life.
As a result of their time in Atlanta, Altena
and Clapp have become more convinced of
the need for Christians to become involved in
and influence the world of broadcasting.
Some of the feelings and reactions students
experience during the summer become less
poignant as time goes on. But it remains a
part of who they are. For these students their
summer work gave a new sense of responsibility and a confidence that they can use their
gifts and their education to work faithfully in
Christ's kingdom.

T he effects of these
summer positions were
varied and personal
and yet they had
something in common:
they made students
think more broadly
about the world and
their place in it.

Some students receive substantial stipends or wages for
summer work or study.
Others must not only find the
resources to take advantage
of such opportunities, but
also lose summer earnings to
pay for the next year's
tuition. Some internships pay
well, others are volunteer.
Mission projects almost
always require students to
raise the funds they will
need. Study opportunities
sometimes include a stipend,
but more often cost a significant amount for tuition as
well as room and board and
transportation.
Of the students mentioned
above, some of those on mission projects received generous support from people in
their churches and communities. For one student an unexpected insurance settlement
made the trip possible.
Others simply had to find
another way to come up with
the money. Bigger loans and
family assistance were two
important sources.
"Going to Atlanta not only
lost us our summer earnings,
but cost us a significant
amount as well," says Clapp.
"But it was so valuable I'd
do it again, spending twice
that amount if I had to."

Exploring TIntem Abbey and
reading Wordsworth's poem of that name
while overlooking the ruins
has made the work unforgettable for
English major, Sonya Jongsma.
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Dordt College named a best value again
Value
concerns

of

and cost are the primary
students and their parents

today. We are well aware

of

those

concerns and have done our best to
provide an excellent education
at an affordable cost.

"
Enrollment climbs to
near-record highs
~e

fifth consecutive year of increases

.1. :as given Dordt College a near- record

enrollment of 1209, just shy of the
1218 mark set in 1978 and 1979.
College officials point to the fourteen percent increase in freshmen numbers as the
most significant factor in enrollment gains.
That percentage has increased this year from
the ten percent range in which its been running over the last few years.
"The continued growth in our freshman
class, and the fact that the rate of growth took
a jump this year, reflects a steady increase in
the reputation of Dordt College," says
Quentin Van Essen, director of admissions.
"New marketing strategies and materials have
helped create a growing awareness of the academic quality of Dordt College and of the
college's commitment to offer a thoroughly
Christian

In comparison

to other

private liberal·arts colleges, Dordt is unusual

in

having a 1:1 male to
female ratio," says
Eckardt. This fall's tally
is 604 men, 605 women.

"

,,~
!
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ordtCollege placed second among
liberal-arts colleges in the Midwest
region in the U.S. News & World
Report 1995 ranking of college and university "best values." The rankings, published in
the September 25 issue of the magazine, list
colleges that U.S. News has determined offer
quality education at a relatively reasonable
cost.
U.S. News devised its "best value" rankings "to provide families with a realistic
measure of value by relating the cost of
attending an institution to the quality of education" offered by that institution.
"Value and cost are the primary concerns
of students and their parents today," says
Dordt College president Dr. J.B. Hulst. "We
are well aware of those concerns and have
done our best to provide an excellent education at an affordable cost. This ranking
speaks to our success in that effort."
"Value must be seen 10 relation to a college's purpose," Hulst went on to say. "At
Dordt we pursue academic excellence as a
means to an end~ providing students with
the best possible preparation to live as
Christians in society."
In coming up with their best-value list,
U.S. News considered only those colleges
that placed in the top twenty percent of the
magazine's annual ranking of best colleges
and universities. Two best-value lists were

D

then compiled, one which compared a college's quality ranking with its "sticker price"
(tuition, room, board, and fees). This is the
list in which Dordt appeared at the number
two spot. The other list compared an institution's quality ranking with its "discount
price" (sticker price minus the average of
need-based grants). In both lists, the higher
the ratio of quality to price, the better the
value. Dordt was also on the best value list
last year.
Dordt is also among five Midwestern liberal arts colleges on the U.S. News & World.
Report 1995 ranking of most efficient colleges. The efficiency ranking is based on a
school's overall score in the U.S. News "best
college" rankings divided by its 1994 per
student educational expenditures. In arriving
at this ranking, U.S. News considered only
those regional colleges that placed in the top
twenty percent of the magazine's annual
ranking of best colleges and universities.
Dordt's appearance at the fourth spot on the
efficiency list is the first time that the college has b.een so designated.
U.s. News ranked institutions in four categories: national liberal-arts colleges, national
universities. regional liberal-arts colleges,
and regional universities. Dordt is one of
over 400 colleges in the regional liberal-arts
category.

Campus Capsules

"This is the only twelve tone tuner on the
market that allows you to both hear and see
the pitch at the same time," he says.
Although the program is st111being introduced to students and their instructors,
Duitman expects teachers to use it regularly for
their private lesson students. By the end of the
semester, Vivace should be in full use by a variety of students and teachers in the department.

Chapel choir begins

education."

From the many other statistics he gathers
regarding enrollment, registrar Doug Eckardt
points to two that are particularly interesting.
"In comparison to other private liberal-arts
colleges, Dordt is unusual in having a 1:1
male to female ratio," says Eckardt. This fall's
tally is 604 men, 605 women.
That gender balance can be attributed in
part to high male enrollment in programs
that are lypically not offered at liberal-arts
colleges, such as engineering and agriculture. Engineering is a thriving program at
Dordt, this year growing by an unprecedented fifty-four percent as 108 students
have declared engineering their major, compared to last year's seventy.
Five consecutive years of growth has college officials examining the need for additional on-campus housing. "This summer,"
says dean of students Curtis Taylor, "I would
try to look through the Sioux Center Shopper
as soon as it came out so I could be the first
caller about apartments available in town. We
have exhausted all on-campus solutions to our
housing need, and this summer indicated that
we are on the verge of saturation in the community as well."
Taylor and other college officials have been
directed to carry out a study of housing needs
and prepare recommendations to the college's
long range planning committee.The college's
housing needs are intensified by the fact that
it draws a large percentage of its students
from a distance. In addition to students from
thirty-four states. the District of Columbia,
and nine Canadian provinces. Dordt's fall
enrollment includes students from eleven
other countries representing every continent.

Academic

Affairs

Art Gallery
Center for
Educational

Services

S

inging in Dordt's choirs gets increasingly
competitive as enrollments rise and gifted
students enroll. This year the music department began a chapel choir to give students,
faculty, and staff an opportunity to sing. The
choir, under the direction of student conductors, has performed twice this fall.

Registrar

Studies Institute

New signs
T:e

first of a campus-wide series of new
signs went up this summer in front of the
B.J.Haan Auditorium. The clean design will
make it easier for students and visitors to find
their way around Dordt's expanding campus.

Vivace!

V

ivace is an intelligent accompanist that
can play any number of instruments-c-all
at the same time. It is also a state of the art
tuner. But probably the most helpful description of Vivace is that it is a music software
program run on a MIDI computer.
Vivace provides orchestral accompaniment
for soloists. Through a microphone, the program knows how to accompany the soloist,
speeding up or slowing down as the performer does. According to music professor,
Dr. Henry Duitman, even though it's not a
perfect orchestral sound, it is good. The musician can adjust the accompaniment to keep a
steady pace or have it follow her lead completely. Cartridges for individual compositions are being purchased as needed.
In addition Duitrnan's band and orchestra
students use Vivace as a tuner.

New president's

home purchased

Qrdt's
new president will occupy a new
president's home next fall. The college
recently purchased a residence directly south
of the campus. It is surrounded by trees and
bushes, combining proximity to campus and
privacy for the president's family. The fiveacre property includes a park-like green area
that will be accessible to students in the
immediate future and provide possible room
for expansion in years to come.
College administrators have been looking
for a new president's home for the past few
years. The current house sits on the comer of
Dordt's property at 7th Street and 4th Avenue.
West Hall is directly in its backyard. It's
future is uncertain at this point. It may be
used as a guest house or it may be moved to
make way for a new residence hall.
The newly purchased home will provide
more room to accommodate large groups. It
will be redecorated in the next several months
to prepare for its new occupants next summer.
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Gen 200

Students learn to
experience the arts
early one hundred students will head
to Minneapolis in early November to
fulfill course requirements for Gen
200, a general education course titled,
Introduction to the Arts.
Students will attend a major event in theatre, art, and music: a performance of King
Lear at the Guthrie on Friday evening, a visit
to the Walker Art Center on Saturday morning, and a concert of the SI. Paul Chamber
Orchestra on Saturday evening. Saturday
The next three days were filled with activiafternoon will find students at the Mall of
ties ranging from testing to time management
America. But Gen 200 director Simon du Toit
sessions, chapels to computer system workassures them that this too will be, at least
shops, music auditions and athletic practices
partly, an educational experience. In addition
to late night residence hall meetings.
to assigned responses for the art events, stuAlthough some students would have liked a dents will be asked to think about the way
little more free time and cooler weather, the
such things as graphic art and music are part
reactions were positive. In their assessments
of everyday living.
of the four days, students felt they leamed the
The purpose of the trip is the same as that
things they needed to know to start the year.
of the course, says du Toil. "We want to
They especially expressed appreciation for
encourage students to be discerning about the
the friendly and helpful attitudes of faculty
role of the arts and the choices they make
and upperclass student assistants.
about art." The goal of both the course and
Faculty, too, appreciated more time for
the trip is to offer students a broad range of
advising and getting to know their advisees.
artistic experiences so that they can develop
"This is the best way we've handled orienthe tools they need to understand and experitation so far," said one, and another, "The first ence different art forms.
week was, all told, less hectic, freshmen were
This year's course represents a significant
more confident in the registration line and felt
shift from the one offered for the last ten
less overwhelmed."
years. Organized around six themes, it takes a
more integrated approach and is team taught
by professors from the art, music, and theatre
arts departments.
"There is a history of excellent cooperation
between these departments," says du Toil.
That cooperation has made working on the
new course exciting. he adds. He currently
team teaches the course with art and music
professors Jacob Van Wyk and Benjamin
Kornelis.
"It's wonderful," he says. "I find it such a
privilege to watch and participate while others
are teaching. We're always excited after the
class is over."
The first theme this year is "Relationships."
Each professor leads classes focusing on
works in his own area, helping students learn
to read or view or hear the work. The professors show how different art forms give
C1avinovas
expression to the theme.
ive Yamaha Clavinovas arrived in the
Du Toit, for example, used a short play by
music building this summer. The full size
Chinese
American playwright David Henry
keyboards are used primarily for group piano
Hwang
to
explore relationships. The play is
classes. Each has its own set of headphones
an
adaptation
of a Japanese folk tale of a
so that students playing simultaneously hear
struggle
between
a man and a woman. In their
only their own instrument if they choose. The
study
students
were
asked to compare the
instructor can listen to any of the students she
relationship
found
in
the play to a biblical
chooses through her set of headphones.
model
for
male/female
relations. In the proClavinovas have become quite popular,
cess,
du
Toit
helps
them
see how elements
according to piano instructor Mary Lou
such
as
plot
and
character
become the tools
Wielenga. Their keys are weighted so that
by
which
to
interpret
the
artist's
work. These
they have the same feel as an acoustic piano
tools
will
help
them
read
and
view
other
and the sound is also very similar. Besides the
plays, he says,
obvious advantage of hearing only your own
"We take a servant attitude, recognizing
instrument while in a group setting, the keythat the skills God gave each student are suffiboards have a variety of options, including an
cient for them to be able to enjoy, choose, and
electric piano, a harpsichord, and an organ
judge a work of art," he says. Despite his
setting. They also record and playback what
extensive theatre training and background, du
has been played. And a built-in metronome
Toit says students' observations often teach
helps the player keep in time, Wielenga is
him new things about plays or productions.
excited about the opportunities these new
His goal is to have them take the time to look
instruments give to students and foresees
increased use in the future.
and listen actively and then respond thoughtfully to this part of creation.
Graduate education program expands
Du Toit is encouraged by the discussions
ixteen graduate students spent part of their
students and professors have had already this
summer on Dordt's campus. Six of the
semester about questions such as "What is
seven people who began their program last
art?" and "How should Christians respond to
July are now more than half way through the
art?" Although he and the others 19<elyhave
program. The new class of first-year students
not convinced all students of the importance
came from a broader area than last year,
of art for their lives, he is confident that they
including teachers from Alaska, British
have opened minds to the richness of this part
Columbia, and the Dominican Republic.
of God's good creation,

N
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Freshman orientation gets new look
reshmen had several days to get
acquainted with the campus and each
other before upperclass students arrived
on campus this fall.
This was the first year of a more extensive
fall orientation program for both new students
and their parents. It combined previous orientation events with elements of Gen LO:
Introduction to College Life, a half semester
course that had been required of all freshmen
during their first semester.
Students and their parents arrived on
Saturday, moving into the residence halls,
building lofts, and, for many, making a run to
Wal-Mart to pick up last-minute, forgotten
supplies.
By late afternoon parents gathered behind
the Student Union Building to meet faculty,
staff, and each other. That evening parents
and freshmen attended their own sessions.

F

Student playwright honored
he playwriting course that Henry
Bakker, a senior English major, participated in last year at Dordt is paying unexpected dividends. In response to a brochure
advertisement from Eckerd College in St.
Petersburg, Florida, Henry submitted two of
his one-act plays, "Bookworm" and "Free
Meal," in September. A few weeks ago, the
college ealled and asked Henry to participate in a conference titled "Wordbridge" in
January.
At the conference, six to eight college
playwrights, including Henry, will work on
their plays with professional directors, dramaturges, and actors for two weeks. At the
end of the conference, each play will be
given a staged reading. One or two will be
selected by Eckerd to be produced during
their spring theatre season. Henry will work
with professionals on his play "Free Meal."
Although "Bookworm" is the better play, he
says, it is being presented on Dordt's campus in November, and the people at Eckerd
preferred to examine an undeveloped play,

T

Quentin Schultze addresses students
edia expert Dr. Quentin Schultze
spent most of the week of October 3
on Dordt's campus, leading chapel, visiting
classes, speaking to students, faculty, and
the public, and ending the week as a
keynote speaker for the annual Tri-State
Teachers Conference held on Dordt's campus.
Schultze's public lecture focused on our
media rich but communication poor society.
He gave an impassioned plea for not bashing media but controlling its presence in our
lives and using it in beneficial rather than
hurtful ways. He encouraged restricting
recreational use of television and computers
and learning how to use such resources as
the Internet and World Wide Web to enrich
our lives in positive ways.

M
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We take a servant
attitude,

recognizing

that the skills God
gave each student are
sufficient

for them to

be able to enjoy,
choose, and judge a
work of art.
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Student profile

Twins
play
twins
Mistaken

identity is

nothing new to Mark
and Jack; they have
often been mistaken
for each ot~er, beginning already when
they were babies.

e've all heard stories of twins
who have been separated at birth
and are reunited years later.
That's exactly what happens (with two sets
of twins!) in Shakespeare's A Comedy of
Errors. In Dordt's production of the play
this fall, one pair of twins was portrayed by
Mark and Jack DuMez, identical twins and

W

seniors who will graduate this May. "It's

kind of an irony;' says Mark. "In the play
we're finally joined,

when in actuality we

are about to part."
The play presents several instances of
mistaken identity which lead to comic situations. Mistaken identity is nothing new to

Mark and Jack; they have often been mistak-

"
Kudos to SCCHS

en for each other, beginning

mixing them up. Sometimes,

Sheboygan County
Christian High School, a
school of less than 150 students, was well represented
in this fall's main stage pro-

~duction of "A Comedy of
Errors." Jack Du Mez, Mark
Du Mez, Chris Nonhof,
Konstantin Kekhaev, and
Jason Alons were all graduates of the school.
After the witty, spirited,
and well-acted performance,
English department chair Dr.
Robert De Smith, a proud
alum of the same school, let
people at his alma mater
know that SCCHS was
"stealing the show."
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already when

they were babies. In some cases it's still
hard for them to tell their baby pictures
apart! They were dressed alike for the first
few years of life, which made it even more
difficult to tell who was who.
Jack and Mark quickly got used to people
though, mis-

.

he has also taken a variety of philosophy
and theology courses. Jack has been considering the ministry since high school, when
people told him he had the gifts to be a pastor. He still doesn't know if he will go to

to actual existence."

There are still times when being mistaken

seminary or not, but says, "I'm finding out

for his twin bothers him, says Mark, particularly if he wants someone to know him personally. And Jack says that even when people can tell them apart, it's annoying when

that being a pastor is different than what
they had in mind."
Jack also admits that he didn't have the
courage to study theatre in college, maybe
because he was too afraid to face the possibility of failure. In more ways than academically, he says, "I've sometimes been a cau-

vidual studies project. He speaks highly of
Dordt's theatre arts program. "It's a quality

taken identity went a little too far. Both
twins recall the time in junior high when a
girl called and asked if either of them would
go out with her. "It made me feel kind of
dispensable," says Mark.

someone

comes up to him and asks,

"Where's Mark?" without saying hello to
him. In the play, roles are reversed-the
audience knows exactly who is who, but the
twins, who have the same name, don't know
each other.

A Comedy of Errors is not the first play
Jack and Mark have acted in side by side.
Both were very involved in theatre in high
school, at times playing adjacent roles. For
example, they played father and son in
Arthur Miller's All My Sons.
Although both twins were very active in
theatre in high school, Jack has not pursued
it as seriously in college. An English major,

tious voice when we could be jumping

ledges
cient."
school
take a

off

in God's grace. His grace is suffiJack says that if he doesn't go to grad
next year, he would perhaps like to
risk and do something that he's not

sure he can accomplish.

After three years at Dordt, Jack's outlook
has widened, but such changes in his thinking aren't always easy to articulate. "I have
an intellectually different set of tools and a
Reforming perspective," he says. "The realm
of ideas changes you-and hopefully doesn't make you irrelevant."

Last spring, Jack spent the semester on
the Chicago Metro program. His time in
Chicago made him realize how much he
likes the world of ideas. It also made him

Theatre arts is Mark's major. At Dordt, he
has acted in many mainstage

productions,

directed one-acts, helped with set design,
and created a performance

piece as an indi-

program," he says, "because of its philo-

sophical undergirdings and their practical
outworkings." Strengths of the program
include extensive

hands-on experience

in

production, design, acting, and all other
facets of theatre. The Dordt theatre department shows remarkable creativity in their

productions and classes, and the faculty
work hard to help students find their potential. Mark also comments

on the openness

of

the theatre department to explore new ideas.
Even though Mark appreciates Dordt's
Reformed foundation, he says, "I've kicked
against limited vision and formalism. Maybe

that's because we like to kick when young.
But also, in kicking, you find a solid rock.
You kick to erode the foundation from which
you come, and to dig a root into it. To dig
you have to remove-s-which is hard-but you
also grab hold of God's eternal majesty and
faithfulness to us."
Mark has found solid rock. He says that

appreciate the need for leisure, time to sit

from his experiences at Dordt and in
Tennessee, he is learning to listen to the Word

and talk and enjoy life. So often, he says,
"We're motivated by always trying to spend

and to walk with God. He's seen God's creativity revealed through all the elements of

time wisely-that's

theatre. Tennessee really gave him an appreci-

such an economic

focus."
Mark has also spent a semester off campus.
During the spring semester of his sophomore
year, he studied in Tennessee under the direction of Ronlin Foreman, learning movement
techniques and clowning. Mark has been
serious about pursuing theatre since high
school. He says, "Theatre is experiential,

ation for the power of body movement and
dynamics. "The body speaks so loudly without saying anything verbally," he says.
For Mark, learning has been an active process. He has challenged

and evaluated ideas

and along the way developed a deeper
understanding of theatre. Finishing with
classes won't change his desire to learn and

of people get disheartened by that, but that's

to speak out for truth, and for Mark, theatre
deserves to be discussed. "It has been
neglected by the CRC," he says. "And yet
it's a positive part of the Reformed faith to

what it is and where its value is. It's so close

be active in all places.

here and gone like so many word,l.It takes
place in time and space, never to be returned
to; reference to it is always in memory. Lots
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In spite of their different academic directions, Jack and Mark remain close. They
roomed with other people during their
freshman and sophomore years, but have
lived in the same apartment since then.
Now, as they look past graduation, they
realize that they probably face totally different futures.
Mark isn't too worried about being apart
from his twin. Although he'll miss Jack,
they know each other so well that even after
the two of them have been apart for some
time, they can pick up right where they left
off, with none of the awkwardness an
extended absence often creates between two
people. Mark points out that shared experience makes it much easier to be away from
a twin. In the play, on the other hand, the
character he portrays feels incomplete
because he doesn't know his own brother
but only knows about him.
Jack's character in the play is oblivious of
his brother's existence. "My character doesn't know he has a twin. That's strange to
think about and a stretch for my imagination," he says. Being a twin is such an integral part of who he is-lack's references to
childhood are always in terms of "we."
Years of shared experience enable Mark
and Jack to understand each other very well.
The two of them have a similar sense of
humor and can laugh over a joke together
for a long time.

lack says that in his experience, "being a
twin gives yon a sense of familiarity with
other folks-you can talk in a familiar way as
if you know them because someone else
knows you so completely. In a sense, you
transfer feelings of comfort. Or else," he
laughs, "I'm just impolite!"
For both twins, the future is somewhat
unclear. Jack might go to grad school or seminary, perhaps to pursue an interest in writing. He likes literature, especially the power
of symbols in communicating. The lack of a
clear direction for the future doesn't worry
him too much. "It doesn't matter what I do,"
he says. "I have a life to give. At my best, I
want to serve God. At my worst, I want to be
happy. And I hope they coincide."
Mark hopes to get a job in theatre next
year-whether short-term or long-term
depends on who he works with. Someday,
he'd like to go to graduate school and eventually work on his own, but first he wants to
work with a touring company. Ideally, he'd
like to join a good group of Christian artists.
A Comedy of Errors is now in the past. In
a few more months, Jack and Mark's years
at Dordt will be history, too. Neither knows
what the future holds, and as time goes on,
cases of mistaken identity will be fewer and
further between. But their common commitment to serve Christ in his kingdom gives
them an identity that links them just as
strongly as the bonds of blood.

MASTER OF EDUCATION
PROGRAM
Preparing leaders in Christian education

DORDT
COLLEGE
• Elementary education focus
• Concentration in curriculum
and instruction
For more information:

Dr. Jack Fennema
Director of Graduate Education
Dordt College
498 4th Avenue NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250-1697
(712) 722-6236
1-800-34-DORDT

• Innovative course format
and sequence
• Minimal time on campus
• Practical, hands-on learning

"The Gift" celebrates forty years of
offering our best to God

-

N

model of the piece out of clay and then a
large model of styrofoam. The complete
piece stands over nine feet tall. Due to its
size much of the work was done using scaffolding.
The figure in Van Wyk's sculpture is not
modeled after a particular person. Rather, he
fashioned it from memory, using a variety of
anatomical photographs and even a skeleton.
The figure representscollective human-ity,
the Body of Christ, his people.
Once the clay figure was shaped, Van
Wyk cut it into sections with wire and a fine
blade, so the pieces would fit into the kiln.
All firing was done on campus, five or six
sections at a time. Each group of pieces was
fired for more than fifty hours at a temperature of 2200° F. With sixty sections to fire,
says Van Wyk, the kiln burned around the
clock for over six weeks, except for two or
three days per week when the pieces were
cooled and the kiln reloaded.

professor Jacob Van Wyk has long
dreamed of creating a large-scale
utdoor sculpture. In his mind it
was to be "abstract but celebrative." The
idea for "The Gift" began to take shape at
the same time as plans for Dordt's 40th
anniversary. As a result the college commissioned him to create the work as part of the
Fortieth Anniversary celebration.
Van Wyk's piece is allusive and often
ambiguous. The final piece shows a figure
reaching up in triumph and humility. Open
arms reflect supplication, but also an offering up of gifts to God. The figure leans on
and is held up by a large rock, which represents the foundation and support of God's
Word and the Christian community, and a
struggle with the secular world in each discipline. The figure stands on an inclined
plane covered with mosaic tiles bearing
symbols of God's covenant with his
... --------------------...,
people and logos relating to different
academic areas of study.
Construction and presentation of
"The Gift" coincides well with
Dordt's 40th anniversary celebration.
"It's a good opportunity to take stock
of what's been accomplished, but also
to look forward to the future and what
we can give to God in terms of service," says Van Wyk. He adds that the
piece is not meant to speak to the
Dordt community alone, but to anyone who views the piece.
Building "The Gift" was no smali
feat. The sculpture is made up of
almost two tons of clay as well as iron,
ceramic tiles, and concrete. During the
planning stage, Van Wyk consulted
with three professional sculptors: Gary
Alsnm, a Dordt graduate; Robert
Craig, a professor from Drake
University; and David Dahlquist, a
nationally known architectural
ceramist from Des Moines, Iowa.
Before he began actual work on the
sculpture, Van Wyk created a small
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With so many pieces fired separately,
Van Wyk knew that even he wouldn't sense
the full impact of the piece until all the
parts and combinations of color and glazes
were seen together. In a sense, the sculpture was a surprise for him, too, which was
exciting but also emotionally draining. If a
piece had broken in the kiln, says Van Wyk,
reconstruction would have been difficult
because he would have had to allow for
shrinkage.
Assembly of the sculpture carried its own
set of concerns. The clay sections, once
reassembled, are secured with epoxy at the
joints. The hollow core is filled with cement
and reinforcement rods. Students Carol
Vaandrager, Mark DuMez, and Michelle
Hofer spent hours helping Van Wyk with
assembly.
Van Wyk's sculpture uses direct, universally accepted symbolism. "I wanted a piece
that could be read on the common level," he
says. Still, he does not want the piece
to dictate how people should respond,
and adds that it still allows for individual interpretation.
Van Wyk has worked with clay for
twenty-five years. He also uses a wide
variety of media in his artwork,
including paint, screen printing, and
pottery. In the years just prior to coming to Dordt he worked as a graphic
designer. With so many interests, he
says, he's not a specialist at any particular one. But, he adds, "working
with so many different media and
images keeps me interested in art. It's
exciting, because I can pull in so
many influences-it makes the challenge worthwhile." Van Wyk's enthusiasm, talent, and dedication in sculpting "The Gift" have made his sculpture a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Van Wyk officially presented "The
Gift" to the college at a speciayctedication held on Parents' Weekend.
Parents, faculty, and students were on
hand to hear the artist talk about the
work and its construction.

•

T he final piece
shows a figure
reaching up in triumph
and humility. Open
arms reflect
supplication, but also
an offering up of gifts
to

God,
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Dordt's other professionals
E

veryone knows about the academic pro-

fessionals on campus; after all, Dordt is

an academic institution. Less visible is

another group of people who are as skilled in
their fields and as committed to the institution
as the faculty.
Dordt's "blue-shined people;' tbe full-time
maintenance staff, are skilled tradesmen who
love their work. They take pride in keeping
facilities in good condition and operating efficiently. An equally important priority is providing prompt and reliable service so that college

programs and events run smoothly.

and maintenance duties. And they provide
immediate service when something goes wrong,

Stoep, who also does some control work, is a
plumber -a job that keeps him plenty busy,

"If a control system doesn't work in a building, someone will be there almost immediately
to fix it. Classes or events rarely get disturbed

Oordt adds. Brian Mellema, the campus electrician, is also responsible for the boilers. He has
earned a reputation for being careful and partic-

because of service problems," says Oordt. "We
try to get to any request within thirty-six hours,
even if it isn't an emergency,"
At present two of the nine staff are HVAC
(Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning)
experts. Doug Vanden Hul and Brian Vander

ular. "We never have to worry about the quality
of anything these guys do," Oordt adds. And
because they've installed most of the equipment
they know exactly where to look if something

Stoep are certified tradesmen responsible for
maintenance of these systems. In addition,
Vanden Hul is the campus control technician
and supervises Dordt's fleet of vehicles. Vander

Phil De Stigter and Duane Mulder do carpentry
work, including a great deal of cabinet making.
Almost all Dordt offices show their handiwork.
De Stigler is alsothe campus mason, locksmith,

"There is an amazing sense of camaraderie

We never have to
worry about the quality

of

anything these guys

do. And because they've
installed most

of

the

equipment they know
exactly where to look if
something goes wrong.

"
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and dedication among the crew," says physical
plant director, Stan Oordt, And turnover is low
in large part because of the responsibility they
are given and the sense of ownership they feel
for the institution.
The "blue-shined people;' as Oordt calls
them, are nine men covering the trades of carpentry, masonry. plumbing, electrical, heating
and cooling, locksmithing, and landscaping. All
gained expertise in their trade before they came
to Dordt. As maintenance staff they contribute
much more than the typical custodial staff.
Each staff person supervises several workstudy
assistants but also has a wide range of other
responsibilities, In fact, more hours are put into
custodial work by part-time workstudy students
than by all of these people combined.
"Except for large construction projects, we
do most of our own service, repair, and remodeling work," says Oordt. Such an arrangement
benefits the college financially. but more importantly, it enables the college to employ high calibre employees who have the satisfaction of

Summer student crews
quadruple the staff
Dordt employs a large number of students to help with custodial work.
During the summer forty-five students
work full-time in a variety of different
capacities. Each of the skilled tradesmen has two assistants and most of
them also supervise cleaning or
grounds crews.
"It takes a lot of planning," says plant
director Stan Oordt. "The Monday after
graduation we need to be ready to keep
another forty-five people busy."
One way to accomplish this and still
allow the staff to do large summer projects is to hire student supervisors for the
cleaning and "regeneration"
crews,
Giving responsibility fosters responsibility, and the maintenance staff say they
have had some of the best student crews
ever in the last couple of summers.

goes wrong.
The same care is typical of the other staff.

and vacuum cleaner repairman, and both share
purchasing responsibilities for the maintenance
department.
"As purchasing agents, De Stigler and
Mulder not only try to keep costs within budget
but constantly keep in mind the safety of student workers who use the supplies," says Oordt.
Harlan Muilenburg recently took over the
task of groundskeeper from Wilbur Draayer,
who although on disability, volunteers for three
hours each day. Muilenburg supervises a crew
of nine full-time student workers in the summer
to do landscaping and lawn care and a crew of
thirteen part-time students during the school
year to not only care for the grounds, but also
remove snow from campus.
Eldon Vander Berg has the most custodial
duties as the person in charge of the chapel and
the commons, but he also does repair work, especially during the summer. The time he spends
fixing drawers and furniture is one reason why
Dordt has gained its reputation for clean, wellkept facilities. And such prompt repair saves the
college a substantial amount of money.

using their skill while they manage custodial
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During the summer Vander Bery supervises
what has come to be known as the "regeneration crew."
These full-time student employees used to
be called the paint crew. But when students
only paint off-white walls all summer, they
soon don't care about what they are doing.
Now they alternate painting with cleaning
carpets and minor maintenance work.
This model is similar to the one used generally in the maintenance department. Even
though each person has his own area of
expertise, working together on the wide range
of tasks that need to be done gives variety to
their day. But an even bigger factor in job satisfaction is the amount of responsibility they
are given, says Oordt, who sees himself as
more of a coordinatorlhelper than a boss.
"If we decide that we need new lighting in
the science building, for example, Brian takes
charge of the project. He determines what
lighting to use, orders it, schedules help to
install it, and does the actual installation.
Everyone does things like that in their area."
Oordt adds, "When I met with the mechanical engineer for preliminary talk about the
fixtures and equipment for the new rec center
I brought Doug and Stoep along, because
they could tell us whether the recommended
equipment was easily serviceable and
whether parts would be readily available."
A day is never boring for the maintenance
staff. "What we plan to do in a day and what
we actually do may be very different, especially during the school year," says Oordt. An
emergency may arise or ~:>ne person may need
unexpected help with a project. It's all in a
day's work.
The summer is usually different. Almost
everyone reverts to working in their trade.
Vander Stoep, Mellema, and Vanden Hul,

with lilt: help of the two student assistants
assigned to each of them, did a complete
HVAC changeover in East Campus apartment
building B. With a plan from an engineer,
they installed new boilers, hot water heaters,
and air handling units as well as a new electric control system. De Stigter and Mulder
and their assistants renovated building C,
remodeling all of the bathrooms, installing
new windows, and putting up new sheetrock.
Other summer projects included building
and replacing the large coolers in the commons, putting new sides on the greenhouse,
and transforming seven closets in North hall
into single rooms. In addition Dordt staff
worked with electrical and mechanical contractors in construction of the new maintenance building.
"Interest can lag if staff do only maint-

nance," says Oordt. These projects keep them
excited about what they're doing and keep
themworking for more than a just a paycheck."
That spirit makes them willing to pitch in
at any time--even evenings and weekends.
One Saturday Mellema spent eight hours in
the chapel to prepare for a Geoff Moore concert that evening. He had to make sure that
the 200 amps for lighting, the 150 amps for
sound equipment, and the power for miscellaneous other needs were all in place so the
concert could go without a hitch.
"Those things don't just happen," Oordt
says with a smile. But at Dordt, although
they may not "just" happen, they happen nevertheless. It's because the staff really care
about their work and the life of the college.
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Workstudy
During the school year
nearly eighty students have
maintenance workstudy jobs.
Some of these clean toilets or
vacuum floors. Others
remove snow. Still others
serve as assistants to the fu11time staff.

Construction is everywhere, parking is not

A

lumni from the sixties and seventies,
who saw construction nearly every year,
will be able to identify with the complaints of alITent students and staff. With the
west side of campus taken over by construction
equipment, there is a shortage of parking for
West Hall residents. Staff have to park further
away and there is sometimes a good deal of
mud to avoid on the walk from the car to the
office. But everyone agrees that the temporary
inconvenience is worth it.
The faculty office addition is taking shape. It is
almost enclosed and already faculty can picture
where their office will be and what view they may
have out their window. The addition should be
enclosed completely before winter arrives.
The maintenance building is up-the roof is
on, the brickwork is almost done and as soon as

=:-~

the windows and doors go in, it will be completely enclosed. In the meantime, subtrades are
busy inside. As in the case of all construction,
there are times when the space looks small and
other times when it looks huge. Right now,
standing inside the maintenance building, one is
impressed by the space which will be available
for the department for their shops, storage, and
work bays.

Campaign Update
As the graph indicates, there has been steady
progress over the summer on raising the funds

The faculty oftke complex is a two story additiOD to the west of the present classroom
bal1dlDg. Worken plan to bave it enclosed bef.... mcnvfaIL
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for the Dordt 2000 Campaign. With the new
school year, another round of dinners has begun
as well. In September, dinners were held in
Orange City and Minneapolis. October saw dinners in Denver and four in Ontario. And next
month we will be holding dinners in Florida,
Arizona, and the Midwest.
To all who have made pledges to the campaign, many thanks for your genuine expressions of support for the mission of the college
and your financial support of the campaign.

$16
million

$14
million

$12
million

You Can Help
This time of year, most churches design their
budgets and offering schedules for the next calendar year. You can help the college by encouraging your church to include Dordt College in
its plans.
We contact our supporting churches and
ask that they schedule two offerings a year to
coincide with our two yearly drives, the
Spring and Fall Drive. Please check the proposed offering schedule in your church to see
if the college is included.
We also ask churches to make the college
one of the institutions they support by way of
quotas or ministry shares or budget items. For
example, all Christian Reformed churches
have a denominational ministry share for
Calvin College. Churches outside of the
Grand Rapids area do not have to remit the
entire share to Calvin; instead they are
encouraged to remit part of that share to their
regional college (Trinity, King's, Redeemer,
or Dordt). There is a formula that works out
what this amount should be. Many churches
don't bother to remit the share designated for
the regional coJlege, thereby shortchanging
the colleges of funds they count on. Check
with your church treasurer to see if your
church is supporting one of the regional colleges. Some churches split their su,Pport on
the basis of the number of students going to
the various colleges. If you need more information about this issue, please give the
Advancement Office at the college a call.

$10

rl-ih

million
$8
million

$6
million

$4
million

$2
million

Campaign Goal:
$16 million
Raised to date:
$8.6 million
Dordt 2000 is a fiveyear $16 million campaign to provide additional campus facilities,
meet the annual fund
goals, and increase the
endowment.
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Faculty news----

_

Pam Adams, assistant professor of education, had an article published in the March
issue of the Joumal of Reading, titled
"Teaching Romeo and Juliet in the nontracked
English Classroom."
Jack Fennema, professor of education and
director of graduate education, presented four
workshops at the NWCSI-SCSBC Teachers'
Convention in Lynden, Washington, on
October 5 and 6.

The professional
involvements of Dordt faculty members outside of the classroom
reveal Dordt's commitment to
provide educational leadership in the Christian community as well as among its own
students. By sharing these
activities, we hope to provide
fellow Christians with further
resources, ideas, and encouragement as they work to be of
service in Christ's kingdom.

On May 31-June 3, the team of Beryl
Hugen (social work), John Visser (business
administration), Abe Bos (German), Cnrtis
Taylor, Valorie Mouw, and Willis Alberda
(mathematics) attended the National Institute
on Learning and Service sponsored by the
Council of Independent Colleges. The team,
composed of faculty, an administrator, a student and a community representative, gained
insight into linking service with learning on
campus and within the curriculum.
John Van Rys, assistant professor of
English, attended the conference "The Arts,
Community, and Cultural Democracy" at
Calvin College from August 16-19. While
there he presented a paper titled «Reclaiming
Marginalia: the Grotesque and the Christian
Reader," a study of the problems and opportunities that grotesque elements in literature
present to Christian readers.
Mary Lou Wielenga, adjunct instructor of
organ and piano, presented three recital programs on the Casavant organ this summer for
the Elderhostel class in May, for organ camp
students in June, and for a senior citizens'
tour group.
James Schaap, professor of English, participated in a conference "Christianity and
Literature" at Potchefstroom in South Africa.
While there, he also gave lectures and participated in discussions with students and faculty
at the University of Pretoria, University of
Johannesburg, Potchefstroom University, and
University of Western Cape.
Two new devotional books of Schaap's
have been accepted by CRC publications, and

Dordt profs author popular writing handbook

.

Q

Currently five Write
Source handbooks have been
published: Write Track,
Writers Express, Write
Source 2000, Writers Inc,
and the new School to Work.
All are available in the Dordt
College Bookstore.
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John Van Rys, assistant professor of
nglish, and former professor of theatre arts, Dr. Verne Meyer, coauthored
the recently published book Writers Inc:
School to Work, a writing handbook for students in grades II and 12 who plan to enter
technical professions. The book contains
strong local input, using models of different
styles of writing from Dordt students and
from local businesses. Kim Rylaarsdam, a
Dordt graduate and adjunct faculty member in
English, helped with editorial work and writing, and also arranged models of writing for
the book.
School to Work is one of several handbooks
for writing published by the Write Source
Company, a foundation by Verne Meyer and
Pat Sebranek in 1976.
The Write Source handbooks, says Van
Rys, are meant for use as reference books
rather than textbooks. A colorful and fun
design makes the books attractive, and quality
content makes them deservedly popular. The
Writers Inc series is considered to be cutting
edge for high school materials.
Writers Inc: School to Work is an attempt to
reach the neglected middle 50% of high
school kids who do not go on to liberal arts
schools but who aim toward apprenticeships
or technical school. The book tries to bridge
the gap between academics and the workplace, using academic integrity in its treatment of workplace research and writing skills.
Van Rys is currently working on two School
to Work Sourcebooks. These workbooks, each
written at a different level, are meant to complement use of the handbook.

Declaration of Thanks to God

F

rthe purpose of giving honor and glory to God, the board of trustees of Dordt
College in special session with the All-College Assembly on October 19, 1995,
gives thanks for this institution of Christian learning that was established forty years
ago so that the Lord's kingdom may come to greater expression.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for the men and women who had a vision forty years ago
to establish an institution of Christian learning based upon the sovereignty of God, the
Lordship of Jesus Christ, and the responsibility of God's covenant people to serve him in all
areas of life.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for the growth of the academic disciplines which now
provide a biblical, reformational perspective to nearly forty areas of study, and for the
recognition these academic disciplines have received.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for the faculty and staff who are corrunitted to the vision
of enabling students to develop "serviceable insight:' and for the unique gifts and experience they contribute to the task of providing sound scholarship which makes this an institution of high quality.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for those students who enrolled forty years ago, and for
all the students who have pursued and are pursuing their education at Dordt College. We
give thanks for their contributions in research, music, sports, social activities, and spiritual
activities which have significantly developed the sense of community among those who
seek to give glory to God alone.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for the campus that has grown to serve the needs of our
faculty and student body, and for the construction that continues for the purpose of providing a place where the faculty, students, administration, and staff are able to pursue the
educational task of Dordt College.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for those who have supported the vision of Dordt
College with generous financial gifts, with strong commitment, with faithful prayers, and
with enthusiastic support. We give thanks for the constituency of the Christian Reformed
Church and for the constituency of the broader evangelical community.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for the forty years in which men and women have
served as members of the board of trustees, giving direction to the commitment of Dordt
College to biblical, reformational higher education.
WE GIVE THANKS TO GOD for these forty years of blessings. We trust God's
promise to bless his people and to dwell arnong them as they seek to live faithfully before
him. Soli deo gloria.
Schaap has recently had several stories and
essays printed in Perspectives, Reformed
Worship, and The Banner.
John Van Dyk, professor of philosophy of
education, presented a paper "Building
Community in the College Classroom" at the
Christian Higher Education Confereoce held
in Regina, Saskatchewan, May 17. In July,
Van Dyk taught a two-week summer course
"Christian perspectives on teaching" at
Cedars Christian School, Prince George, B.c.,
in which twenty-three teachers participated.
In August he also served as a team leader at
the faculty workshop for teacher educators,
sponsored by the Coalition for Christian
Colleges and Universities, in Sumas,
Washington. Van Dyk is on leave this
semester in order to complete a book on
Christian education.
Willis Alberda, professor of mathematics
and dean of the natural sciences, was recently
chosen to serve as a Consultant-Evaluator for
the Commission of Institutions of Higher
Education of the North Central Association of
Colleges and Schools.
John C, Vander SteIt, professor of theology
and philosophy, spent several weeks in Korea
in May, lecturing widely about Christian higher education and Christian philosophy.
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Robert De Smith, associate professor of
English, presented a paper titled "Between
'play' and 'plain and simple': Bunyan's
Defence of Fiction" at the International John
Bunyan Society Conference September 28 to
October I held in Banff, Alberta, and at the
University of Alberta in Edmonton. De
Smith's paper explores how Bunyan justifies
writing fiction in an environment where readers prefer the "plain and simple" truth, and
how Bunyan moves from his autobiography to
his fiction.
Several Dordt faculty members were
involved the Tri-State Teachers' Institute
"Equipped to Bring Truth" on October 5 and
6. Pam Adams, assistant professor of education at Dordt, presented "Whole Language: Is
It Compatible with a Christian Philosophy of
Education." Robert De Smith, associate professor of English at Dordt, presented
"Teaching Beowulf: What, How, and Why?"
Instructor of theatre Simon du Toit gave a
sectional titled "Drama Buzz." Calvin
Jongsma, professor of mathematics, spoke on
"Acceleration Enrichment for Overachievers
in Mathematics." James Schaap, professor of
English, spoke on "Writing Devotionals."
Instructor of education Dennis Vander Plaats
led a session on "Integrated Physical
Education," and professor of physics John
Zwart presented "Activities in Electricity and
Magnetism."

COLLEGE

Vice Presidential Opening
Dordt College invites applications and nominations for the position of Vice President for
Student Affairs. Serving on the president's administrative cabinet and supervising the student affairs staff, the VPSA provides leadership for all functions of the student affairs
office, including residence life, spiritual and personal counseling, co-curricular activities
programming, and discipline. Significant related experience and commitment to a
Reformed, biblical perspective and educational philosophy required; doctorate preferred.
Inquiries may be sent to Dr. Jasper Lesage, secretary of the VPSA Search Committee, by
fax (712-722-1185), e-mail (lesage@dordt.edu), or mail at the address below, The application process must be completed by January 15, 1996.
Dordt College is an equal opportunity empiayer and encourages application by women and minorities

DORDT
498 4th Avenue NE

COLLEGE
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

712-722-3771
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Young new faculty bring range of·expertise
Dawn Bakker

....... ~pn years after Robb De Haan gradu-

ated from Dordt, he has returned as a
~
professor. An agriculture and business major, he grew up on a farm in
Hollandale, Minnesota. Following graduation he and his wife, Cheryl De Groot ('84),
farmed for a year in Minnesota before joining Christian Reformed World Missions in
Nigeria, where they managed a commercial
farm.
"The time in Africa was a really good
experience," says De Haan, but it also made
him realize how much he didn't know. He
and his wife returned to the United States,
and he began graduate school.
De Haan earned a master's degree in
agronomy/crop production at the University
of Minnesota. This past summer he completed his Ph.D. in plant breeding and genetics, with a minor in ecology.
Although De Haan is teaching biology
courses this semester, he is technically on
loan to the biology department this year
while Dr. Delmar Vander Zee is on leave.
Next year he will join the agriculture department.

De Haan's approach to teaching is to consciously explore his discipline from a
Christian point of view. Ecology, he says,
takes on a new dimension when we realize
that "as Christians we have a better reason
to take care of our earth than anyone else."
De Haan found that to be true from experience. Dordt's environment is different than
that of the University of Minnesota. Here,
fellow Christians share a common outlook.
"It's fun to be a majority again, and be
able to bounce ideas off others," says De
Haan. But he emphasizes that students and
professors cannot isolate themselves. They
need to know how others think if they are to
have an impact on society.

P

OfessorDavid Oppedahl is the new
economics professor. Oppedahl
recently completed the coursework for
his Ph.t:J., and is now adjusting to the role of
professor rather than student. Oppedahl, his
wife Allison, and his children Willson and
Kiersten came to Sioux Center from Dallas,
Texas.

Oppedahl did his undergraduate work at
Wheaton College, Illinois, and earned a
masters degree in statistics from the
University of Wisconsin at Madison. He is
now working on his dissertation, in which
he is trying to estimate distribution functions
in a non-traditional manner in order to
improve testing methods, especially in economics.
Although he hasn't grown up in a strictly
Reformed tradition, says Oppedahl, he has
reformational views. As Christians, we
work through institutions, where people try
to transform "all areas of life for the Lord."
Oppedahl sees economics as "the study of
man under depravity. There will always be
sin in the way we use our resources until the
world is brought under the complete control
of Christ. As a response, we must always be
involved in Reformational activity."

D

r.Murat Tanyel, new engineering
professor, has traveled a long and
eventful road to Dordt College.
Tanyel did his undergraduate work at
Bogazick University in Turkey. He came to
the United States in 1982 for graduate work
in electrical engineering at Bucknell
University. While there Tanyel, who had
been raised a nominal Muslim, was inrroduced to the gospe\. At first, the message
was hard to take, says Tanyel, "It was a
challenge. I had to study both Islam and
Christianity to find out the roots of each.
Finally, after a long process, I was convinced of the truth of the gospe\."
After finishing his master's degree, Tanyel
moved to Drexel University to study for a
Ph.D. in biomedical engineering. There he
joined a group of people looking for ways to
improve the engineering curriculum. Their
experimental program, Enhanced
Educational Experience for Engineers (E'),
focused on hands-on lab and computer experience and an early introduction to design
theory. Another core component of the curriculum was its integration of engineering,
science, and the humanities. The program
was well received, and the Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology presented the team with an award for their program. At the end of five years as an experi-

mental program, Drexel adopted E' as its
new engineering core curriculum .
Tanyel taught for one year in Drexel's new
curriculum before he saw Dordt's advertisement for an engineering professor.
He appreciates the cooperation between
engineering and other fields. "Dordt is a fine
undergraduate institution," he says, "with a
healthy engineering program in the
Reformed sense. It is integrated with the rest
of campus and has a unique atmosphere."
As a Christian, Tanyel is reflective about
his field. "Before," he says, "everything was
for myself. Now I see that God has given
me talents and that I should return my talents and background for his use, responsibly." Being a Christian engineer involves
choices. "The world is not here for us to
exploit. We are to be caretakers."
arl Fictorie is back at Dordt after
only five years. A 1990 graduate,
Fictorie began a Ph.D. program at
the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis
in materials chemistry immediately following graduation. He studied the chemical
reaction of gaseous compounds containing
titanium and oxygen with surfaces which
form thin films of Ti02 (the white pigment
in most paint). Fictorie says his work could
result in practical applications such as
improved performance in computer chips.
Fictorie began his teaching career last
year at Northwestern College in Orange
City, Iowa. This semester has been busy but
enjoyable. "I really enjoy getting to know
my students," he says.
Fictorie wants his students to appreciate
the intricacy and beauty of creation. HI am
fascinated by the creation and by science,"
he says. "I've always felt the calling to be a
teacher. It's a privilege to teach in and work
with science."
Returning to teach so shortly after being a
student takes some getting used to. Fictorie
says "The oddest transition is looking at faculty as colleagues and not professors, and
having them treat me as a colleague." But
he's glad to be back and looks forward to
the year ahead.

C

Sports
update---------------------Men's Soccer
Young but talented teams are the rule this
year for Dordt College fall sports. After graduating a large percentage of seniors last spring
the soccer team roster lists eight out of twenty
players as freshmen and only two as seniors.
Some of this year's players who decided to
come to Dordt late in the summer were wonderful surprises, says Coach Bill Elgersma.
Four players from SI. Catharines and others
from Wisconsin and Washington have
brought depth and skill to the young team.
At press time the team had compiled a
record of 10-4-3, and were looking forward
to conference playoffs.

Volleyball
Dordt's women's volleyball team jumped to
number 13th in NAIA national rankings in the
middle of October, after a two-and-one-half
hour battle ending in a win over seventh ranked
Northwestern College. This is the second highest ranking ever for a Dordt volleyball team.
Dordt's young team has grown in experience as the season has progressed. Three of
the starters are freshmen, with a fourth freshman coming in for half of every rotation.
Mindy Boogerd, Janna Bouma, Kim Van
Kley, and Angela Vos have joined veteran
junior and seniors Kristi Hofland, Jane Vas,
Teri Harmelink, and Joy Veenstra.
With growing momentum, the team is heading toward playoffs at press time. Regardless
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of the outcome, the next few years should be
exciting ones for Dordt College volleyball.

Cross Country
In only their third and fourth year of intercollegiate competition, Dordt's cross country
teams are drawing attention from others.
A strong group of freshmen women has suddenly put Dordt on the map. In mid-October,
the talented women's team was 30th in the
NAIA national rankings with promise for moving higher. An appendectomy for top runner,

Sonya Jongsma, three weeks before the conference meet could affect hopes for a team
appearance at NAIA nationals in November.
But the team continues to run strong.
The men's team also continues to makes
strides ahead. With a group of strong steady
runners, they improve each meet.
The teams will compete in the SDIC conference meet on Saturday, November 4, to
determine if any will advance to the NAIA
national meet in Parkside, Wisconsin, on
November 18.

Women's soccer debuts at Dordt
omen's soccer has come to Dordt.
After beginning this fall as a club
sport, the team will move to varsity
status next year, says athletic director Rick
Vander Berg.
Several women have expressed interest in
soccer in the past few years, says Vander
Berg. Admissions counselors report growing
interest among high school students, as
women's high school and community programs have grown in number and quality.
Students from California, Colorado,
Michigan, and Canada currently make up the
core of experienced women players at Dordt,
says Vander Berg. But every year programs
are introduced in more schools. The current
club includes both experienced players and
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those who have only played indoor soccer but
would like to learn more.
"This is a good time to introduce women's
soccer as a varsity sport," says Vander Berg.
Several colleges in the area are starting teams.
Northwestern began as a club sport last year
and went varsity this fall. Sioux Falls
University is fielding a team for the first time
this year, as well. Several other schools within
driving distance have teams that will allow
Vander Berg to schedule a full season of competition.
The club has eight games scheduled for this
fall, with two more likely. The .players are
enthusiastic and ready to start a new tradition
at Dordt. And they have. At press time their
record was 6-0.
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Alumni

Reunions move to June beginning next summer
Eleventh reunion will coincide with Discovery Days
nan alumni director's life, there are
three things that are
certain: death, taxes,
and reunions. They have
some interesting similarities, too, at least in
this alumni director's
mind.
Like taxes, reunions take a lot out of an
alumni director (pun intended) and require a
lot of planning. But though one sometimes
feels burdened by it, the effort yields benefits
that make reunions imminently worthwhile.
Like death, reunions are something that an
alumni director might wish to avoid, or at
least put off thinking about. As the event
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approaches, one might feel a degree of anxiety, or at least uncertainty-will
this be what I
expected, what I planned for? But the event
itself proves to be everything one hoped.
With that somewhat facetious introduction,
let me extend an invitation and make a
request, both related to reunions.
The Invitation
The anniversary classes of '86, '81, '76,
'71, and '66 are invited to return to Dordt
College for Reunion '96, June 28-30. Yes,
those dates are a change from the traditional
dates for the summer reunion, which has
taken place since 1985 on the second weekend in August.
The new dates coincide with the 1996
Dordt Discovery Days, a junior high learning
camp that begins on June 24. There are at
least three reasons for the change:

1. More and more alumni have children
attending Dordt, and they have told us
that they are reluctant to make the trip to
Dordt in early August, only to return a
couple of weeks later to bring their children. An earlier summer date may make
their attendance more feasible.
2. Some alumni may be able to coordinate
their child's attendance at Dordt
Discovery Days with their own reunion
weekend.
3. Some planning and staffing advantages,
especially in the reunion chi ldren' s program, will result from the coordination of
Dordt Discovery Days and reunion weekend.
So mark your calendars, call the alumni
office for the phone numbers of lost classmates, and make your plans to enjoy a weekend of reminiscences, recreation, and rediscovery.
The Request
The summer reunion program is ten years
old, and as we plan for a second decade of
reunions, it's time to evaluate what we've
done and decide what we want to do in the
future. To do a good job of evaluating and
planning, we would like to hear from those
for whom reunions are planned-you,
the
alumni.
Tell us whether or not you are likely to
attend a reunion, and why. Let us know what
things you would enjoy doing at a reunion,
and what might entice you to come. Give us
an idea of the best time of year for you to
attend, or how far in advance you need to
make your plans. or how often you want to be
invited to a reunion at Dordt.
If you have opinions about these or any
other aspects of reunions, you can write me, email me, or call me at the address below. I'll
look forward to hearing from you.
Jim De Young
Dordt College
498 4th Ave. NE
Sioux Center, fA 51250
e-mail: alumni@dordt.edu
phone: 712-722-6024

New alumni and church relations position opens
Public relations and
marketing responsibilities
will separate from
alumni affairs.
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his academic year will be my last in
the office of alumni affairs. I came to
Dordt College in 1985 to the position
of director of alumni and public relations, a
title which has remained the same throughout
these nine years.
The job, however, has not remained the
same. My responsibilities in the areas of public relations and marketing have grown with
the consolidation of some functions that had
previously been handled by separate offices.
At the same time, the college's needs in these
areas have increased. The result has been that
I have not been able to do justice to the alumni relations half of my job.
Recognizing the growing importance of
both public relations and alumni relations, the
college will, in the summer of 1996, hire a
director of alumni and church relations, freeing me to turn my full attention to media relations, advertising, publications, marketing and
other aspects of my public relations role.
As the title for the new position indicates,
the new director will be responsible for
alumni and church relations. The assignment
of church relations to an individual in the
office of college advancement indicates the
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increased importance of this task in the work
of the college.
At the same time, the combination of
alumni and church relations recognizes that
the two roles will require similar skills (more
so than alumni and public relations) and
allow for the dovetailing of programs. For
instance, a volunteer network in churches
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would undoubtedly involve a good many
alumni. And an alumni network in support of
student recruitment would benefit from the
work of alumni volunteers in supporting
churches.
So, for now, an explanation of the position
appears below. Look for my farewell message
in the May issue of the Voice.

COLLEGE

Director of Alumni and Church Relations
Full-time position beginning summer 1996. Responsibilities include the development and
implementation of a comprehensive program of alumni relations activities; planning and
organizing church relations programs involving promotion, outreach, and financial support;
and related tasks in the area of institutional relations.
The ideal candidate will combine strong planning and organizational skills with the ability
to motivate and relate to people. A bachelor's degree and a firm commitment to the mission
of the college required; related experience preferred.
Send letter of application and resume by December II, 1995 to Lyle A. Gritters, Vice
President for College Advancement, at the address below.
Dordt College is an equal opportunity emplo er and encourages application by women and minorities

498 4th Avenue NE

Sioux Center, Iowa 51250

712-722-3771
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The Klungels and One
Alums form string quartet, Serenade

S

ome people simply need to make
music. Four Dordt graduates have
found just the way to keep music a
part of their lives even though it isn't their
vocation. Tn 1990 they formed Serenade, a
string quartet in Seattle. It allows them to
play regularly, despite the fact that they
have other full-time jobs.
Hildred Klungel('86), Carmen Klungel
Lodewyk ('90), Jenni Klungel Monillas
('85), and Dora Haak Van Der Giessen
('86) practice weekly, playing for weddings, dinner parties, Christmas concerts,
fund raisers, and soirees. And they have a
marvelous time doing it. To see them perform is to know the pleasure it gives them.
The audience can sense how close the
group is and how they instinctively feel
the music together.
Serenade's repertoire includes a wide
range of music including everything from
hymn arrangements to classical repertoire.
They also play Disney songs and music
from famous stage productions like
"Phantom of the Opera." Basically, they'll
play any type of music people request.
they say. In June Serenade performed an
original piece by N0nD J onkman [mi the
wedding of his daughter, 1995 Dordt
alumna Lisa Jonkman.
The quartet offers just the right mix of
professionalism and flexibility, say the
women. After graduating from Dordt,
Hildred and Dora played for a time in the
Everett Washingtou Symphony. Neither of
them really wanted to be long term members of the symphony, but neither did they
want to give up playing. Tn 1990, after sister Carmen graduated and returned to
Seattle, they decided to become their own
bosses ..,Nlutual friends had formed a string
quartet; it seemed to be the perfect way to
keep playing and have lots of fun doing it.
And playing as a quartet wasn't foreign to
the Klungels. Along with youngest sister
Diana ('91), they had played together
before they began heading off to college.
Music has been an important part of the
lives of all four women. Dora, who grew
up in Sioux Center, has been playing for
twenty-six years, since before she began
school. She played in school orchestras
from kindergarten through college.
The Klungel sisters, too, began playing
as young children. They took private
lessons and were required to practice from
6:00 until 6:30 every morning before
school. They all played in the Everett
Youth Symphony and, for a time, in an
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orchestra at Watson Groen Christian School.
They remember though, in those years
before VCRs were part of every household,
feeling! a bit deprived for not bring able to
watch "Little House on the Prairie," which
aired the same night the youth symphony
met.

Despite their love for music and their skill
in playing, none of the women were music
majors in college. Today Hildred is the
office manager and executive assistant to the
president of Communication Sector
Systems, a provider of computer software
and communication packages for the behavioral health care industry. lenni works in the
physical therapy department of Anderson
House as a rehabilitation assistant. Carmen
is the warehouse and inventory manager for
Waterfront Landmarks Gifts. Dora, the only
one who also gives private lessons, is the
office manager for a dental practice.
They credit Nobuya Matsuda, who conducted Dordt's orchestra and the Sioux
County Orchestra during their early years at
Dordt, with their decision to form a quartet.
"He had faith in what we could do. He
made us stretch beyond ourselves. He was

truly an encourager," they say. Despite coming from a large city to a small one, they
say that Dordt and Sioux Center gave them
wonderful opportunities and resources.
They recall vividly the fun they had preparing for and taping "Orchestranimals,"
with
Dr. Henry Duitman, Dordt's current conductor.
As Serenade they have also produced a
tape of Christmas music. They say they had
so much fun doing it. All decide together
what they will perform, and they find ways
to make sure it stays fun for both themselves and their audience. In one piece,
"Pass the Bow," by Haydn, only one bow is
passed from one to another throughout the
number.
Music will always be an important part of
their lives and Serenade gives them an
opportunity to keep it that way. All four
women feel fortunate to have been able to
cultivate a beautiful God-given gift in a way
that gives them so much enjoyment. For that
they praise God.

CORRESPONDENCE

DesPite

coming from

a large city to a sma!1
one, they say that
Dordt and Sioux

Center gave them
wonderful
opportunities and
resources.
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CLIPPING

We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you are doing and what
kinds of events are happening in your life. Please fill out the coupon below
and mail to: Alumni Association, Dordt College, 498 4th Ave. NE, Sioux
Center, Iowa 51250

COLLEGE

Faculty Positions
Dordt College is seeking Christian academicians for openings beginning August 1996 in
the following areas:
• Economics
• Business Administration
• Political Science
• Environmental Science
• Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
The following positions may also be open:
• Psychology
• Theology
Specific job descriptions are available. Qualified persons committed to a Reformed, bibtical perspective and educational philosophy are encouraged to send a letter of interest
and curriculum vitae to Dr. Rockne McCarthy; mailing address below; phone: 712~722~
6333: fax 712~722~4496; e-mail: vpaa@dordt.edu.
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Alumni notes

Keith Eiten ('82) accepted the appointment of
music librarian at Ithaca College in Ithaca, New
York, in June.

Jack De Klerk and Jeanie Zinkand ('75) live in
Toronto, Ontario. Jeanie is an MSW social worker
at Sunnybrook Health Science Centre. Her area of
specialty is oncology, working with breast cancer
patients and their families. She is involved in
research on cancer treatment induced menopauses
and does public speaking on cancer and its challenges to individuals and families. She is presently
on a year's maternity leave. Her husband is a
lawyer who develops nonprofit housing co-cps in
Toronto.
Peter and Mimi (Emest,'76) Bandfield live in
Marion, Iowa, with their children: Laura, 8; and
Jesse, 5. Peter is an electronics technician. Mimi
continues to freelance as a broadcaster and works
with commercial voice talent.

Randall Palmer ('78) has been posted from the
Middle East to Ottawa as bureau chief for Reuters
news agency, covering Canada's federal government.

Ed Starkenburg
('80) is on study leave from the
education department at Northwestern College this
year. He is presently a doctoral student in
Curriculum and Instruction at the University of
Northern Iowa, with a full-time graduate assistantship.
Gloria Lazarick ('SO) is pursuing her master's
degree in education at the University of Lethbridge.
She also substitute teaches and is raising her two
children: Chad. 12; and Nicole. 8.
Kelly Tien ('80) of Westlake. Ohio, was recently
promoted to partner in the finn of Ernst & Young,
LLP.
Rob and Pat (Boonstra,' S1) Verhagen live in St.
'Albert, Alberta. At their wedding this summer, Pat's
Honor Attendent was Irene (deJong,'SO) Vander
Weit, a roommate from Dordt whom she hadn't
seen for fifteen years. Pat works for Computroniz, a
computer consulting firm in downtown Edmonton,
Alberta. Rob is a finishing carpenter who runs his
own business called "Totally Wood."
Tim and Liz (Siebring,'81) Tolkamp live in
Langley, B.C. Liz recently resigned from her position as executive director of the Christian Teachers'
Association of B.C. to be horne full-time with their
three children: Aaron, 4; Dineke, 2; and Eli, 6mo.
Frank and Joanne (Vander Beek,'81) De Vries
live in Hamilton, Ontario. Joanne was recently
appointed by Salem Christian Counselling Services
as half-time promotion/development
co- ordinator.

_~

Keith Petersen ('82) taught English in China for
five years. Since then, he has returned to the U.S.
and has been teaching English as a Second
Language (ESL) for two years at Modesto Junior
College. He and his wife, Yolande, have been happily married for nearly seven years, and have two
children: Justin, 4; and Julie, 1.
Joel and Ruth (Dykhouse) De Waard ('83;82)
live near Lynden, Washington, with their children:
Allison, 5; Erica, 3; and Renae, 4 mo. Joel is a partner in DeWaard Dairy. and Ruth works part-time as
a medical technician in a veterinary hospital.

Daniel and Sharon (Leensvaart) Dykstra
('77,'77) live in Sioux City, Iowa. Daniel was
recently appointed to the Iowa Commission of
Persons with Disabilities. He is a former chairperson of the Siouxland Committee for the
Handicapped and is a partner with Heidman,
Redmond, Fredregill, Patterson, Schatz & Plaza,
L.L.P.

Larry, Mary, Craig,
Erika, and LarIssa
Van Korlanr.

Ted and Anne (Hofman,'82) Medenblik live in
Burlington, North Carolina. Ted recently accepted a
position as computer systems manager of the
Physicians' Diagnostic Clinic associated with Duke
University Medical Centre in Durham, North
Carolina. Anne is changing careers to become a
full-time homemaker for their children: Jonathan, 3;
and Alyssa, 10 mo.

Larry and Mary (Elgersma) Van Korlaar
('81,'81) live in Nairobi, Kenya. Larry is teaching
junior high at Rethy Academy, a school for missionary children in northwestern Zaire. Mary is
involved in a women's Bible study with the local
church and also helps out in the dormitory.

John and Margaret (Minderhoud) Vermeer
('85,'85) live in Sheldon, Iowa, where John pastors
the First Christian Reformed Church of Sheldon.
Margaret is at home with their four children:
Timothy, 7; Andrew, 4; Kevin, 3; and Lauren, 5 mo.
Rodney and Margaret (Volkema) Veenstra
('86,'86) live in Alexandria, Virginia. Rodney
works at the U.S. Justice Department, and Margaret
is at home full-time with their three children:
Rachel, 4; Matthew, 2; and Joshua, 6mo.

name

Please send information
name

address
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Four I'OOIIUDates from. i88, taken at Rick
Faber's graduadou:. They are: Mark Westra,
PriDeipoI SoIIwa .. Jlndneer at Mead Da..
Control in Dayton, OR; Dave Van Heemst,
Asslstant PnJfeaaor or PoIitteal Sden<e at
Olivet Nazarene University in Kankakee, IL;
Rlek; TIm RyIaandam,

Asslstant

Coonty

Proseeutor, Sioux County, Sioux Center, IA.

Jerry and Alyssa (Vander Stoel) Postma
('86,'88) live in Sheldon, Iowa. Jerry works at
Village Northwest Unlimited where he is the director of community living. Alysse'works part-time at
the Village as a house counselor, but spends most of
her time at home with Sarah, 5, and Emily, 1.

Than Hnynh ('89)
California College of
just opened a practice
engaged to Thuphong

Paul and Lynn (De Kruyl) Otto ('87;84) live in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Paul just finished his
Ph.D. in history at Indiana University, and has a
one-year appointment in Calvin's history department. Lynn continues to be a homemaker to
Nathan, 8; Joia, 4; and Lauren, IO mo.
Kevin and Joan (Noordhof,'87) Pasveer live in
Edmonton, Alberta. Joan is staying home with their
daughter Meagan, and Kevin is a computer systems
support analyst with Agriculture Canada.
Dan and Nancy (Hoffmann,'87) Smits live in
Markesan, Wisconsin. Dan and his brother milk
approximately 300 cows in their new dairy parlor.
Nancy is at horne with their three children:
Danielle, 3; David, 2; and Elizabeth, 6mo. She also
teaches two and three year-olds in their church's
Coffee Break program.
Will and Cathy (Vander Wei) Brouwer
('88;87) live in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Will

address

about Dordt College to the following student(s):
yr. of high school grad.
/
yr. of high school grad.

graduated from.Southern
Optometry in May, 1994, and
in Orange, California. She is
Nguyen.

Andy Wierenga ('89) graduated on June 24,
1995, with a master of business administration
degree from the School of Business and
Entrepreneurship at NOVA Southeastern University
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. He is employed as a
manager of statement processing for AT&T
Universal Card Services, Inc. in Jacksonville,
Florida. He and his wife Christine and daughter
Kimberly live in Jacksonville.
Marc and Kari Renkema ('89) live in Chino,
California, where Marc is the pastor of congregational life and outreach at the First CRC of Chino.
The Renkemas have two children: Julianne, 2; and
Marc Jr., 5mo.

John and Angela (Vos) Wagenveld ('90;92)
have been in Puerto Rico as associate missionaries
for Christian Reformed World Missions since
January, 1994. John continues to work as a
SpanishlEnglish interpreter for AT&T and recently
completed a masters in missions and church growth
from Calvin Seminary. Angela is now a full-time
mom.
Steve and Angela (Hegeman) Zwart ('91;91)
live in Calgary, Alberta, where Steve is interning for
a year as an associate pastor. Angela recently
received her master's of social work degree from
Grand Valley State University, and plans to stay at
home to care for their son, Zachary.
Patricia De Nooy ('91), graduate student at the
University of Northern Iowa, recently had her
paper, "Public Relations Cultural Representation: A
University Admissions Perspective" accepted as one
of the top three student papers in public relations by
the Public Relations Division of the Speech
Communication Association.

D Please send me a copy of the admissions video.

address
name

Rob and Beth (Kniper) Bruinooge ('89;88) live
in Byron Center, Michigan. Rob is the owner of
Goldleaf Landscape. Beth is an executive secretary
at Mary Free Bed Hospital and Rehabilitation
Center. The Bruinooges look forward to the arrival
of their first child in September.

Galen and Melanie (Ten Pas) Sinkey ('89;88)
recently moved from Phoenix, Arizona, to Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Galen is a senior programmer at
Parson's Technology in the Biblical Software division. Melanie taught for seven years at Phoenix
Christian School.

studeut about Dordt College,

admissions packet(s).

Rick and Lori Faber ('88) live in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Rick graduated from the University of
Illinois at Urbana/Champaign in May with a Ph.D.
in mathematics. His dissertation title is "Operators
and Subspaces of La." Rick is an assistant professor
in the mathematics and computer science department at Calvin College.

John and Marsha (Weg,'86) Bormann live in
Fort Wayne, Indiana. Marsha stays at home with
their children: Christopher, 2; and JoAnna, IOmo.
She is currently preparing for the Indiana Bar
Exam. John is a radiologist with Summit
Radiology. P.C.

Do you know students who should consider attending Dordt College? You may be their best source of information
about Dordt. .. and our best source of information about them. The Admissions Office has prepared an introductory
admissions packet that you can share with prospective Dordt students, along with your personal encouragement to
take a look at Dordt. Or, if you send us their names and addresses, we'll mail materials to them.

D Please send me

Brian and Heidi (Visscher,'88) Sikkema live in
Bradenton, Florida. Heidi manages an apartment
community for Summit Properties. Brian is a supervisor for Westbay Landscape.

Calvin and Carla (Groenendyk) Hoogendoorn
('S4,'84) live in Palos Heights, Illinois. Calvin has
accepted an appointment to fill the ChaplainlDirector
of Campus Ministries position at Trinity Christian
College in Palos Heights. He is currently enrolled in
a doctor of ministry program at Covenant
Theological Seminary in St. Louis, Missouri.

The Admissions Office welcomes your help.

I would like to tell a prospective

is currently working for MCJ. p;i,1 (If the Unix system support group. He was recently promoted to
team leader. Cathy stays home with their three
active children.

Brent and Tania (Roosendaal,'91)
Molendyk
live in Sioux Center. Brent was honorably discharged from the Navy on June 6, 1995. He is now
attending Dordt, and Tania is teaching K-8 music at
the Sheldon and Sanborn Christian Schools.
Steve Vanden Berg ('92) passed his bar exam
this year. He graduated from the University of Iowa
Law School, and works as an attorney at Torgerson
Law Office in Mason City, Iowa.
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Gregg and Kristi (Van Essen) Zonnefeld
('92,'92) live in Waupun, Wisconsin, where they
both teach at Waupun Christian SchooL Gregg
teaches 6~8 social studies, computers, and some
English. He also coaches JV soccer and JV girls'
basketball at Central Wisconsin Christian High
School and stays active doing free-lance sports
writing and sportscasting. Kristi team-teaches third
grade in the afternoon and is a part-time homemaker for their son Trevor, who was born in May.
Dan and Laura (Vander Zee) Landstra
('92,'94) recently moved to Jenison, Michigan.
Dan is teaching Bible classes at Unity Christian
High School, and Laura is teaching science and
math at Byron Center Christian Middle School.
Both are also involved in coaching at their schools.
Kevin and Nicole (Den Ouden) Dyk ('93,'93)
live in Denver, Colorado. Nicole graduated with a
masters of social work from the University of
Denver in June. She is currently working for
Arapahoe County Social Services in Colorado as a
child and family services case worker.

�arriages ...............
Pat Boonstra ('81) and Rob Verhagen, 6/10/95.
James Rosendale ('84) and Jane Menzel,
5/5/95.
Laurie (Cooper) Weyen (ex'85) and Ryan
Betcke,7/8/95.
Heidi VISscher ('88) and Brian Sikkema,
10/8/94.
Bruce Disselkoen ('91) and Megan Cunning,
9/17194.
Steve Vanden Berg ('92) and Tracie
Christensen, 7/8/95.
Amy Verhoef ('93) and Mark Haken, 7/15/95.
Dawn Van Prooyen ('93) and Anthony Tice,
4/1195.
Patrick Krommendyk
('94) and Julie
Vanderploeg, 5/13/95.
Jonathan Van Hulzen ('94) and Heidi
Veldman ('95), 7/22/95.

Dordt Discovery Days
the perfect
combination of
learning and fun
This one-week
for students

camp

summer

who have com-

pleted grades

6-8 offers ses-

sions in the arts, sciences,
and sports. Students
residence

stay in

halls or commute.

June 24 - 28, 1996
Brochures
For

and

more

registration

information

Dordt

Discovery

Dordt

College

498

will

be available

January

15,

1996.

or write:

Days

e-mail:

sally@c!ordt.edtl;

phone:

712-722-6026

I
or 6028

NE

4th Ave.

Sioux

materials

call

Center,

IA 51250

Dordt Sweatshirts
from the Bookstore
1. Music

theme,

slightly

black

different

will soon replace).
XL, XXL
2. Open

Letters,

Maroon,

$30.95

XL -

Solid Letters,
Green,

M, L,

$23.75

-

S, M, L,

(a

style

Hunter

Maroon,

Navy,

Gray, M, L, XL,
XXL

$34.95

-

3. Dordt

with

appliqued

medallion,
Green,

Navy,

Dark

S, M, L, XL -

$33.50;
4. Dordt

XXL

with

-

$35.95

Seal,

Black,

Gray, Navy

$30.95
$32.95

M, L, XL XXL
Order

-

now

for

Christmas.
number,

Specify
color,

Please

include

for

amount

the

and

size,

a check

$2.00 per sweatshirt
for shipping.
Dordt College Bookstore, Sioux Center, fA 51250
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Future Defenders _ ...

............

_

Jack De Klerk and Jeanie Zinkand ('75), Katherine Elisa, 7/27/94.
Randy and Lora Jeltema ('79), Jeffrey Lee, 9112/95.
Philip and Cindy (Van Kooten) Boender ('79,'79), Cole Ryan, 5/5/95.
Allan and Bonnie (Miedema) Reinders ('79,ex'81), Dylan Grant, 3/1195.
Wendell and Christine Youngsma ('80), Lauren Anne, 5/3/95.
David and Dot Vruwink ('81), Maxwell Jedediah, 5/3/95.
Tim and Liz (Siebring,'81) Tolkamp, Eli Timothy, 4112/95.
Mark and Thriesa (Kolk) Hubers ('81,'83), April Mary, 4/21195.
Richard and Carol (Kanis) Posthuma ('82,'81), Joshua Stewart, 9/3/95.
Roger and BJ. De Weerd ('82), Branson Daniel, 811/95.
Brian and Ardis (Zylstra,'82) Giddings, Zackary James, 4/27/95.
Ronald and Lynn Walvoort ('82), Richard Jay, 4124/95.
Timothy and Kathleen (Hoogerhyde,'82)
Kline, Philip Timothy, 2/21195.
Nick and Renita (Vander Wekken,'82) Timmerman, Jared Cornel, 8/22/95.
Rod and Kim Schutte ('82), Brianna Joy, 9117/95.
Roger and Kelli Engelsman (ex,'82), Dylon Matthew, 8/1195.
Mike and Dawn Steggerda ('82), Jacob Calloway, 6/9/95.
Daryl and LaVonne (Den Besten,'82) Warntjes, Timothy Daryl. 4/1/95.
Keith and Pam Eiten ('82), Blake Alexander, 7/28/95.
Randy and Cinda Vande Griend ('83), Elizabeth Lynn, 6/26/95.
Jerry and Lois Hofmeyer ('83), Jennica Marie, 8121/95.
Jeff and Gayle (Franje,'83) Collins. Lncas Raymond, 4/21/95.
Evert and Kathy (Louwerse,ex'83)
Van Maanen, Jordan Ross, 5/17/95.
Bartel and Janice (Westra,'84) Zandstra, Jared Lee, 5/9/95.
Bernard and Betty (Vander Linden,'84) De Boer, Alexander Cory, 3/30/95.
Gerald and Arlis Folkerts ('84), Brendon James, 7/4/95.
Royce and Sharon (Bandstra,'85)
Spoelstra, Matthew Thomas, 12/27/94.
Gene and Dawn Wubben ('85), Alesha Anne, 7/9/95.
Ken and Becky (Terpstra,' 85) Jongsma, Dora Martelle, 3113/95.
John and Margaret (Minderhoud) Vermeer ('85,'85), Lauren Joy, 5116/95.
Doug and Sandy (Daale) Pollema ('85,'86), Justin Lee, 9/20/95.
Johnny and Margie (Roeloffs, ex'86), Cobi, 8/23/95.
Keith and Pam (Arkema) Korthuis ('86,'85), Stephanie Joy, 6118/95.
Kevin and Peggy Smit ('86), Kyle Henry, 9/1194.
Harley and Freda (Vanderwiel,'86) Middel, Brendan Adrian, 6/6/95.
David and Mary Lynn Uitermarkt ('86), Kyle David, 5116/95.
Kevin and Betty Jo (Addink,'86) Moss, Haley Bernae, 6/5/95.
Doug and Judi (Brons,'86) Matalik, Graham Curtis, 5117/95.
John and Marsha (Weg,'86) Bormann, JoAnna Marie, 1/24/95.
Rodney and Margaret (Valkema) Veenstra ('86,'86), Joshua David, 4/8/95.
Jerry and Alyssa (Vander Stoel) Postma ('86,'88), Emily Joy, 10/17/94.
Paul and Lynn (De Keuyf) Otto ('87,'84), Lauren Grace, 12/30/94.
Loren and Nancy Gritters ('87), Bradley Dean, 5n195.
Brent and Kim (Schiebout,'87) Kamennan, Cassiday Kay, 8119/95.
Paul and Sharon (Burggraaf,'87)
De Groot, Brianna Elizabeth Jayne, 7/4/95.
Dan and Nancy (Hoffmann,'87) Smits, Elizabeth Ann, 4110/95.
Kevin and Joan (Noordhof,'87) Pasveer, Meagan Joanne, 7/23/94.
Mark and Connie (Weeda) Branderhorst
('87,'87), Connor Marc, 7/11/95.
Brent and Beth (Wissink) Disselkoen ('87,'87), Kyle Reid, 5124/95.
Howard and Janelle (Hofland,'88) Rus, Lincoln Dale, 7/26/95.
Will and Cathy (Vander Wei) Brouwer ('88,'87), Erik Michael, 10/28/94.
Brian and Nancy (Byl) Kroeze ('88,ex'87), Brianna Lynn, 6/21195.
Steven and Brenda (K1yn,'88) Spoelstra, Jacob Ray, 612/95.
Kevin and Carma Louwerse ('88), Andrew Jon, 6116/95.
Jeff and Lynne Dykstra ('88), Mark Jonathan, 4/29/95.
Martin and Amy (De Jong) Van Beek ('88,'88), Jenna Joy, 7/21/94.
Mark and Miriam (Keen) Buss ('89,'89), Peter John, 2/8/95.
Stewart and Marsha (Kuipers) Vyn ('89,ex'89), Megan Alyssa, 4/20/95.
Dave and Rachele (Brower) Rylaarsdam ('89,'89), Andrew David, 2/24/95.
Jay and Carla Hofland ('89), Eric John, 9112/95.
Marc and Kari Renkema ('89), Marcus Jay William, 5/17/95.
Arthur and Michelle (Killeen,'89) Leyendekker, Nicholas Andrew, 6/2/95.
AI and Jolene (Ver Steeg) Bandstra ('89,'92), Samantha Joy, 4/8/95.
Todd and Angie (Zylstra) Vander Molen ('90,'89). Anna Elise, 4/26/95.
Kenton and Kristin (Reynolds,'90) Pfeil, Kendra Noelle, 5/17/95.
Tim and Pam (Van Wyk) Kramer ('90,'90), Hope Christine, 8118/95.
Kris and Gwen (Rens) Marra ('90,'90), Madeline Renae, 7113/95.
Darren and Darla (De Yager) Van't Hul ('90,'90), Dylan Wayne, 5114/95.
Jim and Sylvia (Swankhuisen) Colyn ('90,'90), Kaylie loy, 2/8/95.
Jeff and Shonna (Zylstra) Geels ('90,'91), Brandon Jeffrey, 1113/95.
Paul and Laurie (Domingo) Vande Kamp ('90,'91), Hunter Case, 5/22/95.
ArIan and Laurie (Gritters) Kooiman (ex'90,'92), Jacob Lee, 5/17/95.
Kelly and Charlene (Medenblik) Homan ('90,'92), Caleb Charles. 8/30/95.
John and Angela (Vos) Wagenveld ('90,'92), Juan Christian, 2/25/95.
Harlan and Michele (De Jong) De Boer ('91,'90), Gracia Jayne, 5/5/95.
Joel and Laurel (Beukelman) Buwalda ('91,'91), Lane Thomas, 5131195.
Dale and Tammy (Baker) Zevenbergen ('91,'91), Jenna Lynn, 517195.
Mark and Julie (Vande Voort,ex'91) Roose, Trent Calvin. 8/6/95.
Todd and April {Hefman.ex'Rl ) Kooi, Taylor Evan, 7/4/95.
Kyle and Cynthia (Kaptein,'91) Van Wyhe, Tanner Lane, 5123/95.
Brent and Tania (Roosendaal,'91)
Molendyk, Victoria Rae, 3110/95.
Chad and Vonda (Dekkers) Visser ('91,'92), Camille Janisa, 8/20/95.
John and Amy (Dyk) Rambadt (ex'91,ex'94), Rebekah Joy, 7/27/95.
John and Tina Vau Dyk ('92), Julia Rose, 6114/95.
Kyle and Karen (Hoffmann,'92) Heuver, Jamison Daniel, 3/20/95.
Gregg and Kristi (Van Essen) Zonnefeld ('92,'92), Trevor Jay, 5121195.
Dennis and Melanie Van Maanen (ex'93), Morgan Sabrena, 7110/95.
Joel and Dara (Groothuis) Ruisch (&'93,'92), Allison Brianna, 6/22/95.
Brent and Denise (Renkema) Tjeerdsma ('93,'94), Franklin Micah, 9/6/95.
Eric and Cheryl (Vos) Van Wyk ('93,ex'96), Jalen Lee, 6/3/95.
Daniel and Sarah (Reitsma) Brouwer ('95,'95), Neil Jan, 7/10/95.
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